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SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

LEAVE-IN CONDITIONER MIST   
 � Helps tame frizzy, tangled locks 
 � Instantly hydrates for natural softness and shine
 � Antioxidant complex protects hair against environmental stressors and thermal styling
 � Weightless formula is beneficial on wet or dry hair

MIRACLE REPAIR WELLNESS RECONSTRUCTOR
 � Gluten-free, plant-derived proteins seek out only weak hair in need of repair 

 � Rebuilds inner structure of hair for improved body and bounce
 � Instantly detangles and restores manageability

 � Infuses radiant shine and softness  

CURL PARTNER WELLNESS REMEDY
 � Formulated for natural curls, body waves and perms
 � First step for successful perm or texturing services 

 � The only remedy that effectively removes solution-blocking inhibitors
 � Helps prevent scalp sensitivity and irritation during chemical services

UN-DO-GOO > pH 9 SHAMPOO
 � Gently yet effectively removes styling product buildup
 � Wellness alternative to harsh clarifiers 
 � Helps rebuild hair proteins depleted by resin buildup
 � Retains vital moisture for improved softness and manageability

IRELAND

HAIR CARE
HAIR CARE



 � Innovative solution to prepare, preserve and protect color
 � Wellness remedy prepares hair for successful color results 
 � Color-Lock technology shields oxidative color-treated hair
 � Adds vital moisture for luminous shine and touchable softness
 � Delivers dual-action defense against UV/thermal damage

 � Ideal for natural, highlighted and bleached blondes
 � Enhances beautiful blonde hues
 � Guards against waterborne elements that discolor & damage hair
 � Extraordinary wellness remedy removes ashy, brassy, muddy tones
 � Gluten-free, plant derived proteins deliver amplified body and shine

 � The wellness alternative to harsh, medicinal scalp shampoos
 � Improves the appearance of the scalp 
 � Soothes away dryness 
 � Normalizes scalp while infusing body and shine
 � Unplugs mineral buildup from the mouth of the follicle

 � The wellness solution for hair exposed to hard, soft or softened water 
 � Removes and prevents brassiness & discoloration 
 � Rich moisturizers prevent dry-feeling hair 
 � Freshly-activated vitamin remedy draws out waterborne aggressors
 � Transforms dull, lifeless hair into hair full of radiant shine

 � Transforms swimmers’ hair to a healthier condition
 � Free of harsh ingredients such as sodium thiosulfate
 � Wellness remedy immediately removes swimmers’ green hair
 � Plant-based proteins strengthen hair for body and manageability 
 � Protects hair from damage caused by pool, ocean or spa water

HARD WATER WELLNESSMALIBU BLONDES

SCALP WELLNESS SWIMMERS WELLNESS

The choice of elite stylists worldwide, this vegan, two-step wellness service performed exclusively in the salon transforms tone, 
texture, vibrancy and strength of hair. 

The first step is a blend of antioxidant vitamin crystals freshly-activated to form a rich gel that naturally draws out hard water 
deposits and other impurities. The result is a crystal-clear canvas now completely receptive to ensure brilliant services. 

The second step is a powerful reconstructor formulated with multi-weight, gluten-free plant derived proteins using an intelligent 
technology of rebuilding hair’s inner structure only where damage exists, strengthening strands from within, which results in a 
dramatic difference of restoring hair to its peak performance. 

The Malibu MakeOver is processed in conjunction with other salon services or as a stand-alone service, revealing a head-turning hair 
miracle.

HYDRATE COLOR WELLNESS

SALON SERVICE RENOWNED BY ELITE STYLISTS AROUND THE GLOBE!


